Beyond the Core

A concise how-to guide to instructional design and a key resource for today's workplace learning and performance professionals. New trainers, experienced training managers, and instructional designers will find value in the books practical, straightforward approach to training design.

Fletcher Cyclopedia of the Law of Corporations

In "Infectious Greed," the authors begin with an assessment of what really happened in the recent big business failures. Next, they offer systematic solutions that align incentives to promote desirable actions. Their solutions build on what's best about capitalism, and can truly restore the investor confidence that is essential to the system's long-term success.

The Foundation Center's Guide to Grantseeking on the Web

Provides addresses and mailing instructions for reaching thousands of VIPs and celebrities and includes hundreds of e-mail addresses.

Kiplinger's Personal Finance

Morningstar Guide to Mutual Funds

FCC Record

Outlines numerous expansion strategies for businesses and includes interviews from twenty-five CEO's.

On Our Terms

Shareholder Activism Handbook

The Greater Philadelphia Job Bank

Reveals the personal records available on the Internet; examines Internet privacy; and explores such sources of information as mailing lists, telephone directories, news databases, bank records, and consumer credit records.

The Advertising Red Books

Provider

- Full company name, address, and phone number
- Contacts for professional hiring
- Description of company's products or services
- Listings of professional positions commonly filled
- Educational backgrounds sought
- Fringe benefits
- Internships offered
- And more! Each JobBank also includes:
- Sections on job search techniques
- Information on executive search firms and placement agencies
- Web sites for job hunters
- Professional associations
- And more!

How to Grow When Markets Don't

The Address Book

Praise for Morningstar Guide to Mutual Funds: "Picking actively managed mutual funds is no mean challenge. And as the recent era underscores, past performance is of little help. The Morningstar Guide to Mutual Funds helps cut through the fog with a solid volume of constructive advice. The central message-truly diversify, keep it simple, focus on costs, and stick with it—is not only timeless, it is priceless."—John C. Bogle, founder and former CEO, The Vanguard Group "There's nothing Morningstar doesn't know about mutual funds. And at last, for ready reference, there's a book. You'll find everything here you need to know about managing fund investments, inside or outside a 401(k)."—Jane Bryant Quinn, Newsweek columnist and author of Making the Most of Your Money "All serious mutual fund investors know that Morningstar is the source of impeccable data and sound investment advice. This book is the culmination of nearly two decades of research, analysis, and good old commonsense wisdom."—Tyler Mathisen, financial journalist, CNBC "Momentum investing, the hype in NASDAQ, the dot-com mania
are mostly behind us. Now, we must navigate through the market debris. We need a compass as we look to allocate our financial resources in a way best suited to maintain purchasing power and fully fund retirement. The Morningstar Guide will help investors find true north and steer a course to reach their long-term financial goals. *- Mario J. Gabelli, Chief Investment Officer Gabelli Asset Management, a publicly traded company “A generation of investors who took the stock market for granted now know how important it is to understand and control their own investments. The Morningstar Guide should be their most important resource.” - Terry Savage, Chicago Sun-Times financial columnist and author of The Savage Truth on Money

The Advertising Red Books: Business classifications

Manual for Complex Litigation, Fourth

Financial Shenanigans

-- Full company name, address, and phone number -- Contacts for professional hiring -- Description of company's products or services -- Listings of professional positions commonly filled -- Educational backgrounds sought -- Fringe benefits -- Internships offered -- And more/Each JobBank also includes: -- Sections on job search techniques -- Information on executive search firms and placement agencies -- Web sites for job hunters -- Professional associations -- And more!

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office

Single volume treatise on Litigating Securities Class Actions edited by Jonathan N. Eisenberg who is General Counsel for UBS Wealth Management Americas. Comprising 12 chapters each separately written by a different firm in an area they are renowned for. Many of the contributing authors have participated in the famous securities class actions of the last decade.

Hoover's Masterlist of Major U.S. Companies, 2000

BNA Human Resources Report

This report identifies promising policy options to spur the creation of new medical technologies that will reduce total U.S. health care spending or will provide health benefits that justify any increase in spending.

San Francisco Jobbank (16th Ed

Philadelphia Job Bank (14th)

Techniques to uncover and avoid accounting frauds and scams Inflated profits . . . Suspicious write-offs . . . Shifted expenses . . . These and other dubious financial maneuvers have taken on a contemporary twist as companies pull out the stops in seeking to satisfy Wall Street. Financial Shenanigans pulls back the curtain on the current climate of accounting fraud. It presents tools that anyone who is potentially affected by misleading business valuations from investors and lenders to managers and auditors can use to research and read financial reports, and to identify early warning signs of a company's problems. A bestseller in its first edition, Financial Shenanigans has been thoroughly updated for today's marketplace. New chapters, data, and research reveal contemporary "shenanigans" that have been known to fool even veteran researchers.

Medicare-endorsed Prescription Drug Discount Card

With at least 40% new or updated content since the last edition, Clinical Decision Support, 2nd Edition explores the crucial new motivating factors poised to accelerate Clinical Decision Support (CDS) adoption. This book is mostly focused on the US perspective because of initiatives driving EHR adoption, the articulation of 'meaningful use', and new policy attention in process including the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) and the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). A few chapters focus on the broader international perspective. Clinical Decision Support, 2nd Edition explores the technology, sources of knowledge, evolution of successful forms of CDS, and organizational and policy perspectives surrounding CDS. Exploring a roadmap for CDS, with all its efficacy benefits including reduced errors, improved quality, and cost savings, as well as the still substantial roadblocks needed to be overcome by policy-makers, clinicians, and clinical informatics experts, the field is poised anew on the brink of broad adoption. Clinical Decision Support, 2nd Edition provides an updated and pragmatic view of the methodological processes and implementation considerations. This book also considers advanced technologies and architectures, standards, and cooperative activities needed on a societal basis for truly large-scale adoption. At least 40% updated, and seven new chapters since the previous edition, with the new and revised content focused on new opportunities and challenges for clinical decision support at point of care, given changes in science, technology, regulatory policy, and healthcare finance informs healthcare leaders and planners, health IT system developers, healthcare IT organization leaders and staff, clinical informatics professionals and researchers, and clinicians with an interest in the role of technology in shaping healthcare of the future

Ad $ Summary

ISD from the Ground Up

This book examines the nature of medical knowledge, how it is obtained, and how it can be used for decision support. It provides complete coverage of computational approaches to clinical decision-making. Chapters discuss data integration into healthcare information systems and delivery to point of care for providers, as well as facilitation of direct to consumer access. A case study section highlights critical lessons learned, while another portion of the work examines biostatistical methods including data mining, predictive modelling, and analysis. This book additionally addresses organizational, technical, and business challenges in order to successfully implement a computer-aided decision-making support system in healthcare delivery.

Infectious Greed

This book provides vital information on more than 5,500 of the largest U.S. public and private companies U.S. public and private companies and other enterprises (government-owned, foundations, schools, partnership, subsidiaries, joint ventures, cooperation and not-for-profits) with sales of more than $125 million, plus public companies with a market capitalization of more than $500 million. Each entry includes description of operations and ownerships; five years of financial including sales, net income, market cap and number of employees; address, telephone, fax and Web site; fiscal year-end; names of CEO, CFO and chief human resources officer; and, if public stock exchange and symbol. Indexed by industry, headquarters location and stock symbol.

Standard and Poor's Guide to Star-Performing Stocks 2002
When the market doesn’t seem to be growing, you need this guide “for mature companies looking to rejuvenate themselves” in order to keep your business competitive (Publishers Weekly). Though most companies claim to be growth oriented, surprisingly few actually achieve double-digit growth and over the past 10 years, that percentage has steadily decreased.

F & S Index United States Annual
Shareholder Activism Handbook is the single most comprehensive guide on all matters relating to enforcing shareholders’ rights. As shareholder activism becomes a more integral part of investing, the law continues to respond accordingly. Legislators

The San Francisco Bay Area Job Bank
Advising expenditure data across multiple forms of media, including: consumer magazines, Sunday magazines, newspapers, outdoor, network television, spot television, syndicated television, cable television, network radio, and national spot radio. Lists brands alphabetically and shows total expenditures, media used, parent company and PIB classification for each brand. Also included in this report are industry class totals and rankings of the top 100 companies in each of the media.

LexisNexis Corporate Affiliations

Clinical Decision Support
Redirecting Innovation in U.S. Health Care
Some issues accompanied by supplements.

The Carolina Jobbank

Kiplinger’s Personal Finance Magazine
The most trustworthy source of information available today on savings and investments, taxes, money management, home ownership and many other personal finance topics.

Final Accounting

Healthcare Financial Management
Provides information on business activities, earnings, dividends, and share prices for stocks with five- and four-star ratings.

Kiplinger’s Personal Finance

A withering exposé of the unethical practices that triggered the indictment and collapse of the legendary accounting firm. Arthur Andersen’s conviction on obstruction of justice charges related to the Enron debacle spelled the abrupt end of the 88-year-old accounting firm. Until recently, the venerable firm had been regarded as the accounting profession’s conscience. In Final Accounting, Barbara Ley Toffler, former Andersen partner-in-charge of Andersen’s Ethics & Responsible Business Practices consulting services, reveals that the symptoms of Andersen’s fatal disease were evident long before Enron. Drawing on her expertise as a social scientist and her experience as an Andersen insider, Toffler chronicles how a culture of arrogance and greed infected her company and led to enormous lapses in judgment among her peers. Final Accounting exposes the slow deterioration of values that led not only to Enron but also to the earlier financial scandals of other Andersen clients, including Sunbeam and Waste Management, and illustrates the practices that paved the way for the accounting fiascos at WorldCom and other major companies. Chronicling the inner workings of Andersen at the height of its success, Toffler reveals “the making of an Android,” the peculiar process of employee indoctrination into the Andersen culture, how Androids (both accountants and consultants) lived the mantra “keep the client happy”, and how internal infighting and “billing your brains out” rather than quality work became the all-important goals. Toffler was in a position to know when something was wrong. In her earlier role as ethics consultant, she worked with over 60 major companies and was an internationally renowned expert at spotting and correcting ethical lapses. Toffler traces the roots of Andersen’s ethical missteps, and shows the gradual decay of a once-proud culture. Uniquely qualified to discuss the personalities and principles behind one of the greatest shake-ups in United States history, Toffler delivers a chilling report with important ramifications for CEOs and individual investors alike.

Litiating Securities Class Actions